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President’s 2021 AGM Report 
By Vicki Bale 

I am Vicki Bale and I have the privilege of being 
President of this Society. 

Heron Rocks Friendship Centre Society board 
has managed to meet every month throughout 
the last year of Covid-19. Until October we met 
outside and then moved inside for two meetings 
and after that we managed reluctantly to meet 
through Zoom. Many thanks to Leanne Letson 
for her help with the challenging computers. 

We published one newsletter and distributed it to 
every household on the island and all our current 
members on the list with the idea of reaching old 
and new members. All our usual activities have 
been on hold including our idea of reviewing our 
bylaws, purposes and general state of the 
organization. We look forward to a controlled 
Covid time when we can continue this work. 

HRFCS continues to act as the official umbrella 
organization for the Water Stewardship group 
and the Ford Orchard and Leaf House group. 
There are detailed reports coming up. 

The Heron Rocks 
Orchard group 
picked apples in 
the Fall and yet 
again no spring or 
summer pruning. 
There will be 
much to do once 
we can safely 
gather closely.  

The Heron Rocks 
Camping Co-op Association AGM was held via 
Zoom. The new President is Niels Christiensen. 
The camping season is from June 30 to 
September 7.  

Many thanks to Charmaine Chartrand who 
continues to be our on-site caretaker. She is 
kindly watering the remaining plants in the hopes 
that we will be able to hold the Plant Sale and 
Berry Tea next year. 

HRFCS board continues to feel the effects of the 
sudden death of Margaret Pethick who was on 

the board since 2012. She always had clear 
thinking and gave us many wonderful words of 
wisdom. 

I would like to thank the Board members for 
another year of work on behalf of Heron Rocks 
Friendship Centre Society. 

 

David Wiseman 1946-2021 
David Wiseman was a great supporter of Heron 
Rocks Friendship Centre. He could be relied 
upon to bring plants from his own amazing 
garden, stakes for the tomato plants and his 
enthusiasm to the Plant Sale. As a cashier at this 
event the line-up lengthened as he had to chat to 
all the customers. 

His faithful blue truck 
was always available 
to move equipment 
for the Wassailing 
celebration, in the 
upper orchard and 
the Fall Faire, at the 
next door farm. He 
donated apple/pear 
juice for the ancient 
ritual of Wassailing. 
David also used his 
truck to go to the pole 
yard to transport 
wood chips for the 
paths in the Peace 
Garden. 

David found his 
adventurous spirit 
pulled too hard and 
he had to leave the Board in 2014 after three 
years. The Board was sad to see him leave but 
when he returned to Hornby he was always there 
to help us in whatever capacity he could. 

As a valuable member of Hornby Island 
community he was involved with Conservancy 
Hornby Island, organizing the Fall Faire parade 
and making sure the island has an Emergency 
Preparedness Plan. We will miss his big smile 
and enthusiasm at all our events as all his friends 
and family will miss him for a long time. 

Thank You 
Ceridwen 

Many thanks to Ceridwen 
Joy for organizing the 
picking of apples in the 
Heron Rocks Orchard this 
past Fall.   

We hope she’ll help us 
through the coming years. Photo by R. LeBaron 
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Remembering Margaret Pethick 
The Heron Rocks Friendship Centre Society 
Board members will be forever grateful to 
Margaret Pethick who had served as a board 
member since 2012.  We were shocked and 
immensely saddened by the news of her passing 
on Friday, March 19, 2021.  

Margaret was determined to keep alive the 
traditions of the Friendship Centre that she first 
learned about while attending to Hilary Brown as 
a Home Support worker.  Along with cooking and 
tidying, she helped Hilary with sorting out her 
papers.  From working with Hilary she gained a 
deep appreciation for the mission of Heron 
Rocks.  In addition they shared a common 
history with their English roots and experience of 
the Second World War’s aftermath. 

A very energetic member of Heron Rocks, 
Margaret played a major role in organizing many 
of our events including Under the Maple talks, 
Seedy Saturdays, finding speakers for three of 
New Horizons’ Literary Lunches every year, Fall 
Faire soups and set up, our 30th Anniversary 
party in 2019, and making sure we always paid 
our Hornby Radio dues. Her tireless efforts 
before, during and after the Plant Sale will never 
be matched. 

She had an indomitable spirit, an impish 
curiosity, a sophisticated intelligence and a 
willingness to tuck in and get the job done.  And 
when the work was done she loved to share in 
good food and drink, even if it was simply peanut 
butter on hard tack with a cup of tea. With her 
wooly cap set at a rakish angle and just the right 

scarf for the occasion, Margaret carried with her 
an element of style as well as serenity.  Perhaps 
that stemmed from her earlier career as a ladies' 
fashion buyer for Harrods of London.  And with 
her many years of dealing with the international 
art community under her belt, she was well 
equipped to handle any challenge with 
determination and generosity.  

Beyond Heron Rocks and her family, she also 
helped make the meals at the Kitchen on 
Wednesdays and was a solid force on the 
Hornby Cemetery Committee, taking minutes 
and organizing workdays. 

A small gathering was held at Heron Rocks 
shortly after her passing to help us assimilate the 
enormous loss we felt.  She is still keenly 
missed. 

Respectfully submitted by: Gemma Colin, Sheila 
Macpherson, Vicki Bale 

 
Photo by Sheila Macpherson 

If the weather is awful, we will Wassail 
the following Sunday. 
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Peace Garden 
By Pat Marshall 

Walking through the garden in early November, 
there is much to view and think about. It is the 
transition time between fall and early spring with 
plants at each end putting out some growth. 
There is a single bellflower and a few late 
struggling asters. Then there is the Choisya, 
(Mexican orange blossom) full of buds ready to 
burst open. The warm temperatures and solid 
rain of the last month have convinced it to flower. 
Will frost kill them before the buds open? We 
shall find out. 

There are two cyclamen in flower, probably the 
autumn ones. Hellebore foetidus is thrusting forth 
its spring growth but it will not open before its 
time. There are quite a few other hellebores that 
we can look forward to in early spring, or even 
midwinter, depending on the variety. 

The glossy abelia still has flowers which will soon 
fade, but the bright pink bracts will look good all 
winter. There are two nicely sized viburnums with 
red berries shining like jewels. It is pleasing to 
see Charmaine's winter garden of brassicas and 
leeks, just outside her door. 

However, there is much to be done in the garden 
before spring, if it ever dries out enough. The 
recent septic saga has meant a small excavator 
has come in and leveled a large area in the 
garden. We are still awaiting a larger excavator 
again when it is dry enough. Some bulbs have 
been exposed and two peonies have 
disappeared. Hopefully they will resurface. 

The excavator removed two overgrown shrubby 
honeysuckles and a fuchsia. Perhaps this is an 
opportunity to dig out some of the excess 
romneya poppies and rugosa rose suckers. 
There is still a large unproductive viburnum that 
we wish to remove. That will take a lot of digging, 
as it was too large for the excavator.  So we have 
begun a kind of renovation, to restore the garden 
to its former glory. Some invasive plants will be 
removed and perhaps we will bring in new, more 
drought tolerant ones to replace them. 

Septic Woes  
By Rudy Rogalsky 

Two winters ago it was very rainy and the alarm 
on our septic system kept sounding. Investigation 
revealed that the original septic tank located in 
Hilary’s Peace Garden had developed some 
cracks in its concrete walls. As a result, with the 
high water table because of the rain, ground 
water was seeping into the old tank causing it to 
overflow into the newer tank (installed 2016) 
causing it in turn to overflow and tripping the 
alarm. We bypassed the old tank with new piping 
and installed a new tank outside the Peace 
Garden. When the dry months came and the 
ground water table dropped, the fluid in that 
original tank dropped thus confirming that there 
were cracks in the concrete allowing liquid to 
leak outward. We thought we had the problem 
licked and, because of the pandemic we didn’t do 
any more work that year. 

Then, last winter, to our horror the septic system 
alarm began sounding once again. With the old 
septic tank no longer in use we concluded that 
some portion of the piping that had not been 
replaced was allowing ground water into the 
system. This past summer we changed all the 
piping and made all the final connections and, so 
far with our heavy fall rains, all is well. 

So if you visit the Peace Garden you will see the 
scars left by the equipment doing the trenching. 
We took the opportunity while the machinery was 
already there to use it to remove some of the 
larger bushes. As disruptive as the trenching 
was, it has provided us with an opportunity to do 
some rejuvenation in the garden. 

 

  

Leaf House       Photo by Don Peterson 
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The Plant Sale 2021 
By Leanne Letson 

Last year’s fundraiser “Plant Sale with a 
Difference” was held on Sunday of the May long 
weekend as is HRFCS’s tradition.  We planned 
the event assuming that COVID rules would still 
apply and modelled it after the sale held in 2020. 

As the number of plant donations (mostly 
tomatoes) increased, what had originally been 
planned as a two location event – Sarah 
Davidson’s and Muggs Sigurgeirson’s became 
four locations with the addition of Woodwind 
Farm and Leanne Letson’s.   

Leading up to the sale we advertised in the April 
and May First Edition and displayed a large 
poster at Sea Breeze Lodge during the 
community COVID vaccination clinic the 
beginning of May.  In the week prior to the sale 
we posted on Facebook, emailed close to 100 
contacts from last year’s sale, advertised on the 
front page of the Hornby Tribune and for the 
weekend of the sale erected a sandwich board 
poster listing the sale location addresses at Four 
Corners. 

Sales, including donations from “pop-ups”, were 
up from 2020 – many thanks to our customers.  
We are grateful for our volunteers.  Without their 
generous contributions of plants, time, effort and 
space we could not continue to hold this 
important fundraising event.  Losing Margaret 
Pethick, who was so enthusiastic about the Plant 
Sale, was a really tough blow but we knew she’d 
be first to admonish us to get on with getting on. 

This year we’re hoping that we can get back to 
the land – literally!  To host our traditional Plant 
Sale and Berry Tea at Heron Rocks again would 
be wonderful, we’re sure you’d agree. 

Consider Us In Your Will 
By Rudy Rogalsky 

Our Mission Statement says we are committed to 
care for the Heron Rocks Friendship Centre 
property and to provide leadership and example 
on contemporary issues which encourage people 
to live in peace, harmony and sustainability with 
each other and with the environment. 

To that end, we offer local programming, a 
newsletter for our membership and financial 
incentives for youth to participate in programs 
which reflect our values. We liaise, educate and 
advocate on matters of social justice, culture and 
the environment. 

As we continue our work in the Hornby Island 
community, we have in recent years been 
confronted with major expenses to update our 
septic system and urgent building improvements. 
In addition to our fundraising, we have always 
been grateful for the donations that have come 
from our members and made it possible to meet 
those expenses. 

One way that 
members can 
contribute to our 
continuing 
efforts is through 
a legacy 
donation in your 
will. Legacy gifts 
assure future 
support for 
people you care 
about and our environment on Hornby Island. In 
the accompanying box, we share some wording 
that you might consider using in your estate 
planning. Thank you for thinking of us.  

 
  

Pruning Workshop Feb. 6 
Renee Poisson is giving a pruning workshop 
at the Heron Rocks Orchard on Sunday, 
February 6 (weather permitting). 

Mark your calendar—details to follow. 

Text You Can Use 
In Your Will 

I GIVE TO Heron Rocks 
Friendship Centre Society 
of Hornby Island, BC 
Charitable registration 
number 121336580 the 
amount of $_______ 

 
Plant Sale    Photo by Sarah Davidson 
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Ford Orchard Report 
By Wendy Burton 

Work in the Orchard has been slow and steady 
through the drought and rainy season of 2021. 
Our contractor was able to complete two mows 
after the fire ban lifted and before the rains came. 
The drought slowed grass and thistle growth.  

The Orchard harvesting season went quite well. 
We posted signs asking community members to 
pick with moderation and indicating no 
commercial picking.  

We pushed back the thistles and blackberries to 
liberate the last of the trees in the South-East 
end of the Orchard. East Orchard is a group of 4 
or 5 apple trees that have become separated 
from the main Orchard by blackberry thickets and 
have not received any attention from volunteers. 
These trees can now be accessed easily and 
they are “on the list” for attention.  

Don Peterson, one of the working group, had this 
to say about a recent walk through the Orchard: 
“With fruit on the trees and a touch of colour in 
the leaves it was looking so beautiful and I was 
glad I brought a camera. I ran into a young 
couple carrying a box of apples and a basket of 
plums and looking very happy, it was good to see 
the fruit being appreciated. “ 

We are fortunate that Don, as well as others, 
often carry a camera:  

 

At the North end of the Orchard, we are following 
expert advice to leave these trees partly covered 
by blackberries. Two of the trees are wild plum 
and two are Orchard trees. The decision is to 
leave this far corner of the Orchard for the birds. 
We will do some modest blackberry control once 
a year but otherwise this section will remain as 
is.  

We received a Parks Enhancement Fund grant 
of $2,500, for which we are grateful. The work of 
our volunteers and the funds from Parks makes 
the work possible.  

We are undertaking a survey of all the fruit trees 
in the Orchard. We have drone-level 
photographs of the Orchard and we are creating 
a document we can label and add details about 
tree restoration. 

In the late Fall, we had working groups of 
volunteers in the Orchard several times. Weather 
and Covid 19 protocols prevented us from 
conducting a pruning workshop with Paula 
Courteau.   

The working group are Wendy Burton, Paula 
Courteau, Joy Jeffries, Don Peterson, Tony Quin, 
and Rob Zielinski.  

Annual HRFCS Membership 
Reminder 

Memberships for 2022 are due in January.  

Your membership and donations help us to 
provide educational grants and bursaries, 
support other Hornby organizations, offer 
workshops, maintain our buildings and 
grounds, sponsor speakers on critical issues, 
and more!  

Family membership is $25, individual is $15 
and youth is $10. 

If you have already sent in your 2022 
membership, we thank you. If you wish to do 
so now, it can be done by mail, by Free Post 
at the Co-op, or by e-transfer to 
heronrocksfcs@gmail.com 

Be sure to include your contact info!  

See last page for details. Tax receipts are 
given for all donations over $25 
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National Day for Truth and 
Reconciliation on Hornby  

By Nym Hughes 

Hornby Island publicly took note of the first ever 
National Day for Truth and Reconciliation in at 
least two ways. A community arts project 
organized through Hornby Arts offered islanders 
the opportunity to express their thoughts on what 
reconciliation meant to them in writing or to craft 
a paper rose. Both writings and roses were 
posted on the Co-op wall and will be gifted to the 
K’omoks Nation.   

Another small group of Hornby people responded 
to an online invitation issued by the Tk’emlups te 
Secwepemc First Nation giving permission for 
anyone anywhere around the world to learn a 
Tk’emlups te Secwepemc honour song and 
gather on September 30, 2021 at 2:15 to drum 
and sing to remember, mourn and honour the 
children who died in Residential Schools, their 
families and their communities. The 2:15 time 
was to specifically remember the 215 unmarked 
graves documented by ground-penetrating radar 
in the grounds of the Kamloops Residential 
School. While Indigenous peoples across 
Canada have always known that many 
thousands of children never came home from 
Residential Schools, settler society had not 
listened.  

On this September 30th about 70 people walked 
the cloudy, damp, windy Helliwell path to gather 
in a circle at the K’omoks Nation pole.  Standing 
in that forest on the unceded territory of the 
K’omoks Nation, singing and drumming for the 
children who died in residential schools on the 
first ever National Day for Truth and 
Reconciliation, felt like a way to face some of the 
“truth” part of a Day for Truth and Reconciliation.  
It seemed that those of us who are settlers were 
letting ourselves feel some of the pain of the 
enormous harms done by our governments in 
our names, to acknowledge in our minds and our 
hearts both our history in Canada and the 
ongoing colonial injustices that are happening 
now.  

Those of us who first wanted to sing and drum 
want to express our profound gratitude first of all 
to the Tk’emlups te Secwepemc First Nation for 
allowing us to join with them in song and sorrow.  
We thank the Heron Rocks Friendship Centre 
Society for providing support so we could invite 
the rest of Hornby Island, to Louise McMurray 
and Heather Brant for helping us the learn the 
honour song, to Chelka for sharing her beautiful 
strong voice, to Louise again for sharing her 
knowledge of protocol and ceremony, and to so 
very many of our neighbours who joined us to 
gather, sing, drum, mourn, and commit to a more 
just future.  

Nym Hughes, Donna du Plessis, Tony Law 

Photo by Larry Rosignol 
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Hornby Water Stewardship Project 
By Darren Bond 

HWS is progressing along various fronts, with 
initiatives looking at both quantity and quality 
issues, thinking about both the short-term and 
long-term for Hornby Island. 

Communication and Education 
Periodically we submit articles to the monthly 
First Edition and weekly Tribune, and will 
continue to do so, but recently we have been 
utilizing our relatively new FaceBook page to 
publish statistics and graphs showing local 
precipitation and groundwater levels. Also, we’ve 
been posting insights on geology and its impact 
on groundwater as kind of a fun, short course for 
laypeople (e.g. do you know the difference 
between porosity and permeability?). 

During the summer, the Sandpiper observation 
well groundwater level was below the 10-year 
low, and this was likely a factor in the greater 
number of people indicating that their wells had 
gone dry. As part of the Hornby Arts “Water, 
Sweet Water” summer show, we talked to many 
people about the trend towards rainier winters 
and drier summers. Ed Hoeppner, who we 
invited to attend for a couple of sessions, has 
indicated that a number of people have ordered 
cisterns for installation, planning on capturing 
winter and spring rains as a part of climate 
change adaptation.  

We received great news in November: both the 
Comox Valley Community Foundation (Hornby 
Community Fund), and HICEEC approved our 
grant requests towards a new drought 
information sign along the road by the fire hall. 
We have $2,250 now to design, purchase 
materials, build and install the sign. Our plan is to 
have it ready by the end of June. 

Water Testing 
Initially, our plan was to open a 
local water testing service for 
residents. This will still happen, 
but we shifted that to follow 
what we’re currently doing, 
which is a project called 

Hornby Healthy Watershed being funded by the 
Real Estate Foundation of BC, through the 

provincial government, to Islands Trust. Setting 
up the testing space at the Spark, including 
equipment, has now been paid for through this 
project. Two months’ worth of testing of 
groundwater “pathways” - ditches, streams, 
wetlands, shallow wells - has been completed. 
We are building up expertise in methods and 
procedures, which will be essential for the public 
water testing service. 

Congratulations are in order! Faroe des Roches, 
our water testing tech-in-training, recently gave 
birth to a little girl. She and Andrew are, needless 
to say, most pleased. As are we. In the 
meantime, Katy Helliwell, who performed a pilot 
testing project a couple of years back, has come 
back to help out.  

Xeriscaping 
Currently, we do a bit of ongoing weeding and 
thistle-pulling at the fire hall, part of our initiative 
to support xeriscaping. We hope to be able to 
use it as a showpiece in the future to highlight 
the range and beauty of drought-tolerant plants. 
We also purchased some Garry oak seedlings 
from Conservancy Hornby Island, and babied 
them with regular watering over the hot summer, 
though we did lose about half. A recent webinar 
showcased Garry oaks as a tree of the future, 
given climate change. Contrary to how we often 
think of them, they are resilient, and grow rapidly 
and strongly when in rich soil, though they also 
do grow on poor soil along cliffs. 

Incentives and Rebates 
During the summer art show, and followed up by 
a presentation at HIRRA, people gave us input 
on what they felt might be the best way to 
support low-income islanders with either their 
water quantity or quality issues. Support was 
strongest for helping with cistern purchases, but 
there was a lot of support for items such as UV 
filters, converting from pit toilets to composting 
toilets, and water consumption measurement 
gauges. We presented as a delegation to the 
CVRD Board and senior staff in September to 
propose jointly developing an incentive program. 
It was well-received, and staff was requested to 
report back, which they are expecting to do in 
December or January.  
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Research 
Having participated in reviewing an Islands Trust 
report on the southern gulf islands freshwater 
sustainability, we are eagerly awaiting a similar 
report, including Hornby, called the Northern Gulf 
Islands Groundwater Assessment report. It will 
contain detailed information, including the 
geology, slopes, flora, trees, population, and 
more. 

Some preliminary digging has taken place on an 
idea that has been presented periodically over 
the years: a community-based potable drinking 
water source. Under the principle that “water is a 
right,” we are hoping to explore the feasibility of 
providing such a service. Apparently there is a 
community in the Yukon that does this; it 
provides a fob to local residents, which allows 
them a certain volume of water per month for 
free. Some years back, a study was done similar 
to this, but it seemed to indicate that there would 
be a steep capital cost (over a million dollars) in 
providing such a facility, including the ability to 
take payments. So, there are a couple of 
important different models for what the service 
could and should be. Taking this to a HIRRA 
meeting for feedback could be a great way to 
engage the community before going too much 
further. 

More information 
For more information, or to get involved, feel free 
to send us a note at info@hornbywater.org.  

Submitted by the organizing committee: Ellen 
Leslie, Dr. John Cox, Darren Bond 

Spartina Beach Grass Update 
By Leanne Letson 

Ducks Unlimited Canada (DUC) has contracted 
me to map locations of Spartina patens on 
Hornby, Denman, and the Sandy Islands as well 
as map and remove Spartina densiflora in these 
areas over the fall and winter.  This is my fourth 
season with DUC. 

The life web of our beaches is altered when 
changes occur in the intertidal zone.  The 
Spartinas out-compete the native vegetation and 
change the beach habitat.  If left unchecked, fish 
spawning beaches and feeding areas for 
seabirds are diminished or lost. 

S. patens spreads via rhizomes to form a dense 
mat.  S. densiflora grows in compact clumps that 
spread outward.  S. densiflora is relatively easy 
to dig out but the same cannot be said of S. 
patens.  S. patens’ rhizomes (underground 
shoots) extend beyond the surface growth.  
When attempting to dig out a patch the rhizomes 
are easily broken and will sprout new plants.  
Tide and wave action can also distribute the 
rhizomes further along the beach.  Both species 
reproduce by seed. 

To date the only areas of S. patens that I have 
found on Hornby are located between Grassy 
Point and Tralee Point.  There are large patches 
in the Sandy Island group but I haven’t found any 
S. patens on Denman Island.  There are 
numerous patches along the shorelines of 
Comox, Courtenay, Royston and Deep Bay. 

Over the past four years I have found and dug 
small plants and seedlings of S. densiflora on 
Hornby between Collishaw Point and Tralee 
Point, on Sandpiper Beach and at Heron Rocks.  
I found more mature plants of S. densiflora 
scattered amongst the Sandy Islets and around 
Tree Island. This fall on Denman I found just a 
couple young plants along the Baynes Sound 
coastline.  All Spartina densiflora have been or 
will be dug up and composted away from the 
beach.  There is a herbicide use permit in place 
for Spartina patens.  Some spraying has been 
done in the Sandy Island group but none on 
Hornby or Denman. 

Practicing song for National Day for Truth and 
Reconciliation      Photo by Sarah Davidson  
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Opal Clarke 1937 – 2021 
By Vicki Bale 

Opal Clarke was on the Heron Rocks Friendship 
board from 1990 to 2002. She had a strong 
sense of fiscal responsibility to the membership 
and she made sure that the Board stayed within 
their budget along with her hard work and 
dedication to the organization. 

Tony Law writes: “I got to know Opal Clark when 
we were both on the Heron Rocks Friendship 
Centre Board in the 1990s. Because she was so 
humble and unassuming it took me a while to 
fully appreciate her keen intelligence. But 
immediately valued Opal’s passion for the many 
things she cared about and her ability to conduct 
business with warmth and her wonderful sense 
of humour.” 

 

A Review of “Forests, Fire, Water” 
a Transition Salt Spring Webinar  

By Nym Hughes 

A year ago, I wrote a short article for Heron 
Rocks Friendship Centre Society Newsletter 
reviewing an Islands Trust Webinar on Nature-
Based Strategies for Climate Change Adaptation. 
I mentioned what seemed like differing opinions 
in the webinar on how best to prevent fire 
devastation in our region.  

The forest ecologists were saying that the 
Coastal Douglas Fir forests were fire resistant 
and we should leave the downed branches, etc., 
on the ground as they rotted and contributed to a 
“giant sponge” effect. The Fire Smart program 
folks were saying to clear out any material that 
was likely to burn. I found the differing advice 
confusing. This year I have just watched another 
webinar that resolved my confusion in a really 
useful way. “Forests, Water, Fire … An evening 
of dynamic discussion on how to beat the heat 
and steward our own backyard” was part of a 
series of educational events focused on 
understanding and implementing Salt Spring’s 
Climate Action Plan.  

What I learned: We need to distinguish between 
our yards and the forests that surround us 

because how we manage fire risk in those two 
spaces is very different. 

Susan Hannon, President of the Salt Spring 
Island Conservancy and retired ecology 
professor described the preservation and 
maintenance of 
healthy coastal 
Douglas Fir forests as 
the single most 
important strategy for 
mitigating climate 
change impacts in our 
bio-geo-climatic zone. 
Intact healthy forests 
absorb enormous 
amounts of water,  
slow runoff in wet 
times, provide shade 
and cooling in hot 
weather, sequester 
carbon, provide 
habitat for plant and 
animal diversity,  AND 
lower the risk of 
devastating forest 
fires.   

Healthy forests have 
multi-aged trees, 
many tree varieties, a 
vigorous and complex 
understorey and logs 
and branches 
decomposing on the 
forest floor.  Less healthy forests have few or 
single species, same-age trees, little understorey 
and often lots of dry debris on the forest floor. 
They are drier, sometimes very, very dry. 

Mitchell Sherrin, Captain at Salt Spring Island 
Fire Rescue, showed videos of forest fires on 
Vancouver Island that had started in inevitably 
dried out clear cuts, then tried to spread to the 
surrounding damp forest, and just stopped.  
Healthy Douglas Fir forests act as a “natural fire 
break”. He also said that although that had been 
the historical pattern, there were now times when 
even the healthy Coastal Douglas Fir forests 
caught. But Douglas Firs are fire resistant. 
Should a fire take hold, the firs will (probably) 
survive. Understorey plants like Salal and 

Fire adaptation 
strategies of native 
plants in our area: 

Fire Resisters –such as 
Douglas Fir (thick corky 
bark and drops lower 
branches) and Salal. 
Adapted to intense, 
infrequent fires.  

Fire Endurers – such as 
Garry Oak, put down 
deep roots and can 
recover after fires. 
Adapted to frequent less 
intense fires.  

Fire Avoiders – such as 
cedars and hemlocks 
plants, evolved to grow 
in wet areas, so avoid 
fires. 

Invasives – such as 
broom and gorse, often 
burn well and are 
adapted to grow 
everywhere after fires.  
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Oregon grape are also fire resistant. Indeed, all 
plants that evolved here have their own fire 
survival strategies.  

However, our houses did not evolve to survive 
forest fires. Our houses are, on the whole, built of 
dry wood and burn easily. And we plant our 
introduced shrubs and trees in our gardens and 
many of them love to burn too, particularly the 
invasives such as broom and gorse. The Fire 
Smart recommendations are intended to apply 
only to our yards to keep our houses less likely to 
catch in a forest fire.   

Okay – I now understand! Protect the forest AND 
protect the houses with practical steps each of us 
can take to do both.  

“Coastal Douglas Fir Stewardship Tips to 
Reduce Fire, Drought and Flood Risk: 
https://transitionsaltspring.com/one-cool-
island/forests/ 
 Preserve existing forest cover 
 Install deer fencing (a fully enclosed area or 

fencing off small trees/shrubs) 
 Remove invasive species (such as Scotch 

broom, gorse and ivy) that suppress other 
plants 

 Replant native plants suited to soil moisture 
and light levels, especially on forest edges to 
protect tree roots from sun exposure 

 Keep large fallen woody debris on forest floor 
and bring small suspended (“laddered”) 
debris down in contact with forest soil – bury 
in a wet area of the property if possible” 

For keeping our houses and outbuildings safer 
from catching in a forest fire, Captain Sherrin 
emphasized that keeping 1.5 metres right outside 
our buildings completely clear of any plants – or 
anything else that could burn- is most important. 
Most houses that burn in forest fires catch 
because sparks land in something burnable right 
next to the house – so bye-bye foundation 
plantings. 

The next zone, up to 10 metres from the building, 
should have only fire resistant plants, certainly no 
really flammable plants, and no burnable 
branches, etc. on the ground  (unless they are 
buried and covered with a good layer of earth – 
e.g. hugelkultur).  Captain Sherrin was not a big 

fan of burning woody debris saying that most 
forest fires on our Islands come from burn piles 
that got away from their tenders. I liked his 
advice for disposing of pruned branches such as 
blackberries - “Cut, scatter, and stomp” - cut the 
canes into small pieces, scatter them about the 
forest floor, and stomp on each piece to make 
sure it is pressed 
firmly in to the soil.   

What I also learned 
from the Forest, 
Water, Fire webinar 
is that people with 
different knowledge, 
education and 
expertise can come 
together to pool their 
differing wisdoms 
and create strategies 
that enhance their 
communities. It was 
impressive and 
actually quite moving 
to hear the fire 
captain and the 
conservancy 
president and the 
ecological forester 
talking about what 
they had learned 
from each other and 
how valuable they 
found their 
collaborations. 

I highly recommend 
the many Transition 
Salt Spring 
resources: https://transitionsaltspring.com/  

Fire safety: 
https://transitionsaltspring.com/forests-water-fire/ 

https://transitionsaltspring.com/infographic-how-
do-healthy-forests-prevent-wildfire-risk/ 

Fire Resistant Plants: 
https://transitionsaltspring.com/fire-resistant-
native-plants-for-the-gulf-islands-south-eastern-
vancouver-island/ 

TIPS: 

If you chip – do it in the 
Fall and spread over soil 
– this will allow the chips 
to at least partially 
compost over the winter 
and will reduce fire 
hazard.  

Swale or berm using 
hugelkultur – in a 
depression, natural or 
dug, partially bury woody 
debris, leaves, and/or 
woodchips in a pile – 
cover with compost or 
soil. One part woody 
debris with two parts soil 
or compost. Grow plants 
on it. The woody debris 
will act like a sponge as it 
decays, so best to 
construct late summer 
early fall to collect the 
rain, otherwise you need 
to water thoroughly. This 
keeps moisture on your 
property and helps keep 
humidity up.  
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Board Members for 2021-22 
(Area code 250) 

Margot Bushnell  335-3235 
Sarah Davidson  335-1912 
Leanne Letson  334-7877 
Gemma Colin  335-0025 
Vicki Bale   335-1539 
Rudy Rogalsky  335-0623 
Pat Marshall  335-1847 

HRFCS Membership Dues 
___$10 youth  
___$15 individual  
___$25 family (two or more people) 
___Friend of Centre: membership  

plus $100  
Please include your contact info: 
Name __________________________ 
Email __________________________ 
Address_________________________ 
Phone__________________________ 
HRFCS is a registered non-profit  
charitable organization. 
Tax receipts are issued for donations over $25 
Direct my donation toward  
___ HRFCS 
___ Water Stewardship Project 
___ Ford Orchard Project 
By e-transfer:  heronrocksfcs@gmail.com 
*IMPORTANT* include your contact info 
By cheque payable to Heron Rocks 
Friendship Centre Society 
Mail to:  HRFCS, General Delivery, Hornby 
Island, V0R 1Z0 
Drop off:  Free Post at the Co-op 

Hilary Brown Memorial Bursary 
Hilary Brown lived on Hornby Island for nearly 
70 years until her death in 2007 at the age of 
98.  Hilary passionately participated in global 
movements for social justice and peace.  On 
Hornby she helped found many community 
institutions including the Co-op store, Credit 
Union, library, and seniors’ housing.  She was 
first Chair of the Islands Trust from 1974 to 
1976. To preserve and protect her Heron 
Rocks property Hilary and friends created the 
Heron Rocks Friendship Centre Society 
(HRFCS) in 1989.  The Society works to 
sustain Hilary’s visions including support for 
Hornby Island youth pursuing further 
education to become active community 
members. To that end the HRFCS created the 
Hilary Brown Memorial (HBM) Bursary.  

To receive the HBM Bursary the student must 
attend an accredited post-secondary program 
at a public university or college (vocational or 
academic).  They must live on Hornby Island 
now, or have taken a significant portion of 
their earlier schooling on Hornby.  The 
awarded HBM Bursary is available for two 
years allowing for a gap year. The bursary 
may be paid when registration for the program 
is complete or directly to the post-secondary 
institution.  

For home school students, contact 
heronrocksfcs@gmail.com for an application 
form. 

Written contributions and photos relevant 
to Heron Rocks activities are welcome.  
Please send material or suggestions to the 
address above. 
Newsletter produced by Reina LeBaron.  
Printed on recycled paper,  
processed 100% chlorine free 

 


